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Abstract 

Ministry in the Paradox of a Global Korea examines the potential of multicultural congregations to enact individual, 

ecclesiological and political change within the context of South Korea.  This paper establishes the context of a global 

yet culturally homogeneous culture.  The government’s goal is to become more multicultural but research 

demonstrates that the current policies for accomplishing this are inadequate. This paper contends that multicultural 

congregations can assist in accomplishing this goal.  It does this by, after establishing the South Korean context, 

setting out a  theology of multicultural congregations and then providing an explanation of how change occurs in the 

individual, the church, and society as a whole.    The research interacts with the work of David Livermore, in the field 

of cultural intelligence, and Jack Mezirow and James Loder, in the field of transformational learning, to demonstrate 

how change occurs. 

 

This research examines the potential role of multicultural congregations within the context of cultural change in 

South Korea.  South Korea is experiencing the difficult process of moving from an ethnically and culturally 

homogeneous culture to diversity, it is in this context that the paper proposes that multicultural congregations could 

serve as agent of transformation assisting the nation, the church and individuals.  There is a growing body of 

research based literature that examines the effective running and missional nature of multicultural congregations 

(DeYoung, Emerson and Yancey 2003; Demaz and Li 2010; Yancy 2003). This paper extends the literature by 

exploring how these congregations might assist a nation in achieving its stated national political goals by their very 

existence.  Its seeks to demonstrate that the church might serve as a catalyst for a change of attitudes and political 

will while at the same time serving as an exemplar of the nature of church and an agent for individual spiritual 

transformation.   

 

I have been involved in practice and study for twenty-five years.  My interest was first raised when I was appointed 

to be a Methodist minister in Papatoetoe, New Zealand.  The Church had an English speaking congregation where 

overall there was no ethnic majority and a Samoan Language congregation.  This experience brought about great 

changes in the life of the church and provided first-hand knowledge of the power of cultural difference to foster 

individual and community transformation.   In Singapore, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, England and now South Korea I have 

also been privileged to preach and teach both cross-culturally and in culturally diverse settings.  These experiences 

began to peak my interest in the potential nature of intentional cross cultural and cross theological engagement for 

the purpose of spiritual growth and transformation.  Research was conducted and papers delivered in 2008 and 2016 

arising out of cross cultural research (Emery-Wright 2008, 2009, 2015, 2016).  This has led to this current paper 

where I have been invited to speak on the occasion of the 20th anniversary of Chung Dong First Methodist Church.  

As I am currently working with a team to pioneer a multicultural congregation in Dongtan South Korea the invitation 

provides the opportunity to explore the purpose and context of these congregations. 
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The paper will first explore the nature of the global South Korea and its rapidly increasing immigrant population.  

This leads to the next section which explores if the historically homogenous culture of South Korea is actually 

multicultural.  This sets the groundwork for the rest of the paper which examines how multicultural churches act as 

agents of change to the nation, the church, and to individuals.  This task is too great to fully address this statement 

but there is a partial attempt to do so by first setting forth the theological nature of a multicultural church.  The 

paper then investigates how these congregations might assist the government in achieving their stated goals.  The 

paper then moves to an examination of how the congregation itself can become an exemplar of multicultural living.  

It uses the theories of cultural intelligence to suggest ways that this might happen.  The final section sets out ways 

that multicultural congregations serve as a catalyst for spiritual transformation within individuals.  Taken together 

these sections address how the multicultural congregation might serve as an agent of transformation within the 

paradox of the global South Korea. 

 

1. The Paradox of Global South Korea 

1.1 Global 

The historical background of the move from a “hermit kingdom” to a global player needs to be reviewed in order to 

understand South Korea’s current context. In 1882 William Eliot Griffis published a book entitled Corea: the Hermit 

Kingdom (1971). This descriptive title seemed appropriate at the time since no nation was more closed or so 

unknown to the West (Seth 2016:234).  Mrs. Isabella L. Bird illustrates this in her famous travel diary Korea and Her 

Neighbours when not one of her educated friends came within 2000 miles of guessing its location (Bird: 2012:11). 

One could argue that these are Western perspectives and that throughout Korea’s history it has traded with its near 

neighbors China, Japan and Russia (Cawley 2016).  What’s more it has spent much of its history in a tributary 

relationship with China. Like its neighbors, however, during the late Choson period travel was restricted and 

foreigners prevented entry into the country. From the outsider’s perspective as Korea opened to the West in the late 

19th century it displayed a unique and homogenous culture. South Korean scholars agree that there is also, true or 

not, a perception that this is a country with deep-seated nationalistic sentiments forged by an ethnic and cultural 

homogeneity (Haa and Jang 2015).   

 

The end of the 19th century saw the beginning of Koreans emigrating and travelling more widely. Many scholars 

divide this emigration into at least three periods, based on momentous historical events and laterally economic and 

social factors (Kim, 1997; Hurh 1998; Min 2011).  Hurh divides Korean immigration into three periods immigration 

history into three waves, the first is 1903-1905, the second-wave from 1951 to 1964, and the third-wave of 

emigration from 1965 to the present (1998:36-47).  Other scholars divide it into more precise divisions but most 

seem to agree that the wide scale emigration to the west took place in the very late 19th century into the 20th 

century and continues today (Yu, Choe, and Han 2002).   

 

The Korean Times reports, in an alarmist fashion, on the current migration of Koreans using data from the Ministry 

of Justice (Korean Times 2016).  They report that 52,093 people gave up their Korean citizenship from August 2013 

to July of 2015.  In 2015 1,332 people renounced their South Korean citizenship, a 95 percent increase from 677 
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people in 2014.  An additional 18,150 dual citizens chose to let go of their South Korean citizenship — 61 percent of 

those dual citizens lived in the United States; eighteen percent lived in Canada; 11 percent in Japan; and 6 percent in 

Australia.  This does indicate the emigration (persons leaving the country) but according to IndexMundi as many 

people come to South Korea as leave making it a zero migration rate.  This of course means that as many foreigners 

are coming in as Koreans leaving. South Korea is truly global in terms of the number of Koreans living, studying, and 

working around the world.   

 

The global nature of Korea seems obvious when examining commerce and business.  In 2015 it had the fifth largest 

export economy in the world and was the ninth largest importer.  The Economic Complexity ranking of South Korea 

has increased by 13 places over the past 51 years from 19th in 1964 to 6th in 2015 (OEC website; ING 2017).   Overall 

it is the 11th largest economy in the world. Though economic growth is currently sluggish compared to its neighbors 

the ING financial institution predicts that globally next year Korea with be fourth in exports and fifth in imports.  

Korea is a global powerhouse when it comes to trade and industry. 

 

The Hankyoreh newspaper reported based on the Ministry of Government Administration and Home Affairs July 5 

2015 report that, as of Jan. 1, 2015, there were 1,741,919 foreign residents in South Korea, accounting for 3.4% of 

the registered population.  In 2006, the year the government began keeping track, there were 537,000 foreign 

residents. The figure is increasing by 14.4% each year, 25 times the rate of increase of the total population (0.6%).   

In contrast, applications for South Korean citizenship have been on a yearly decline since 2011. Just over 17,000 

people became Korean citizens last year, a 25 percent decrease from 21,266 people in 2013.  People seem to be 

coming to work and then leaving or marrying.  South Korea is becoming increasingly multi-ethnic.      

 

1.2 But is it Multicultural 

This leads one to ask, “has the immigration to Korea and emigration of Koreans going abroad caused a transition 

from a homogenous to multicultural society?”  It of course is not that simple.  South Korea has done well to cope 

with its rapidly increasing foreign population. The Korean government implemented the ‘‘Basic Law Concerning the 

Treatment of Foreigners in Korea’’ in July 2007. The law set out four policy goals: adopt proactive immigration 

policies, enhance social integration, streamline immigration administration, and advocate foreigner rights.  The plan 

sought to attract talent from abroad by creating a hospitable environment. The specific action plans included: 

enforce immigration laws, secure national borders, enhance naturalization programs, prevent discrimination, and 

protect their human rights (Ministry of Justice 2012:12). Various laws and programs have been implemented to 

achieve these goals.  

 

One of the actions the government took was to create a large number of multicultural support centers that provide 

multicultural services.  Researchers point out, however, that centers fall short of providing meaningful cultural 

exchange between Koreans and non-Koreans that is fundamental to multiculturalism (Kim 2014:403). Joon Kim goes 

further in his critique and argues that, “impressive resource allocation, the contents and approaches of the newly 

emerging multicultural programs reproduce, rather than minimize, the cultural hierarchy between Koreans and non-
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Koreans” (2011:1583).  He also argues that they display ‘cultural paternalism’ and ‘cultural fetishism’ in order to 

capture the manner with which policies towards foreigners are designed and implemented.  He utilizes these 

concepts of ‘cultural paternalism’ and ‘cultural fetishism’ “in order to capture the manner in which the dominant 

members of Korean society define the terms of and approaches to dealing with cultural diversity, reduce the 

complex issues of social equality to cultural differences, and treat culture as a fetish by uniformly emphasizing the 

expressive dimensions of culture” (Kim 2011:1583).  He notes the basic principle of multicultural education in Korea 

is based on the notion of tolerating difference without addressing the way South Korean culture is taken as given in 

the very way help and laws are promoted and enacted and therefore undermines the importance of addressing 

structural inequalities (Kim 2011:1584). 

 

From the perspective of migrant workers and foreign spouses there is still a deep systemic and cultural bias against 

them. Migrant workers hold their annual May Day protest in Seoul to complain about the discrimination. They voice 

that socially they are at the bottom of the ladder and that laws are ineffective in protecting their rights (Korean 

Herald May 3, 2017). The visa system makes migrants, here by marriage to a South Korean citizen, vulnerable to 

domestic violence.  The system creates a dependency where the migrants are reliant on their spouses for their visa 

status, which can lead to abuse both physically and also emotionally, through isolation and seclusion (Iglauer 2017). 

 

The popular news reports declare that South Korea's population is becoming more diverse, but tolerance is lagging 

behind (UPI April 8, 2015). South Koreans are more open and tolerant toward foreigners and immigrants living in 

South Korea than is generally believed but even the studies that demonstrated this show that tolerance is 

conditional (Yoon,  Song, and Bae 2008).  A sociological understanding argues that this is part of the process.  

Multiculturalism can be divided into three interdependent steps: the first step asks “is multiculturalism simply a 

physical state of racial and ethnic diversity”; the second is where multiculturalism refers to the belief and practice of 

maintaining equality across cultures based on legal protection and rights; and finally, the third step is a 

multiculturalism that is an active promotion of inter-ethnic understanding and exchange, but also a reflexive critique 

of unequal opportunity structures and a static treatment of culture (Joon 2014:401).  This process is not guaranteed 

as any culture that is moving towards multiculturalism may get stuck at a certain stage as is the case of the United 

States. From everything stated in this paper so far it is clear that South Korea is still working in step two and has yet 

to move to step three.1   

 

2. The Multicultural Churches speak to the Nation, the church, and the individual 

2.1 The Kingdom 

From sociological, historical, educational and theological perspectives the multicultural church potentially is a key 

catalyst for change in a society wrestling with the issues of becoming multicultural.  This section of the paper will 

first define the nature of the multicultural church from a global perspective pointing out that the diverse and 

inclusive nature of the multicultural church reveals God’s Kingdom. The paper will then use theology and the social 

                                                           
1 For a fuller discussion of this see Joon 2004. 
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sciences to examine how these congregations can be agents of change in a nation, in the church, and within the 

individual participants.    

 

A “Multicultural church” is a local church, consisting of multi-ethnic people, pursuing multiculturalism as its 

foundation. DeYoung, Emerson and Yancey, further defines this as where the number of church members from 

the dominant ethnic group does not exceed 80 percent of the congregation.  They go on to argue that the 

multicultural church values equality in cultural, ethnic and racial diversity and pursues integration rather than 

assimilation. The term “multicultural” implies the presence of ongoing efforts to maintain both unity and 

diversity (2003:76, see also Koo 2013:9). This definition captures something of the nature of both God’s being 

and God’s ministry to creation.   

 

The Economic Trinity is by its nature both exclusive and inclusive.  There is one God – Father, Son and Spirit 

and there can be no other.  Yet the early church fathers declared God to be of a relational nature using terms 

like hypostasis (in union) and perichoresis (the three turning together) to describe the Trinity.  This relational 

being from the beginning sought to be in union with its creation.  God is a God of mission.  The theology of God’s 

desire to be in communion with all people of the earth was clearly set forth in Genesis with God creating all 

humans in God’s relational image and inviting them to live in his presence.  

 

This paper is not a Biblical theology for multiculturalism but a brief look at the Bible is important to lay the 

foundation for understanding the ministry of the multicultural church in South Korea. Christopher Wright in his 

book The Mission of God, clearly establishes that though God chose one nation – Israel it was to bring all nations 

together. One of the many passages he uses to establish this is the Abrahamic covenant.  It argues that the 

covenant is meaningful because: 1) the election of Abraham represents God's love for all ethnic and national 

groups in the world; 2) the covenant shows that particularity (choosing Israel to be God’s agent) is connected to 

universality (God's love for all humankind), and 3) God's love for all people will be an ongoing process through 

Abraham's descendants. God’s desire to be in relationship with all people and for all people to be in 

relationship with one another was clearly God’s desire from the beginning (Wright 2006:189).  

 

The universality of the love of God clearly carries on in the New Testament.  In the Gospel of John, Jesus 

declares, “that God so loved the world that he came for all.”  Then in chapter 17 in the high priestly prayer Jesus 

goes a step further and prays that all believers may mirror the Holy Trinity in unity so that the world may know 

the reality of God.”  The diversity of Christians coming together in God somehow reflects the very nature of God.  

What’s more this passage reveals that this multicultural coming together has a missiological purpose.   

 

The early church discovered step by step as the Holy Spirit revealed itself that they were to be a multicultural 

church.  On the day of Pentecost Jews from every nation each heard praise and good news in their own native 

tongue.  This valued each culture by affirming a variety of customs.  In chapters two through five they learned 

there should be no difference between the rich and poor.  Chapters six brought the lesson that they should not 

ethnically discriminate between people within their own Jewish faith and that the leadership should reflect the 
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ethnic diversity. Chapters 8-15 saw the real birth of the church where it opened up to all people of all cultures.  

First to the “wayward Jews” the Samaritans and then to people completely outside the Jewish faith.  This move 

toward multiculturalism culminated in the first all church council in Jerusalem.  The church sought to resolve 

the division in the church between Greeks and Jews surrounding the issue as to whether the non-Jews who 

convert to Christ should continue to be required to embrace the Jewish faith and culture or could they be non-

Jewish Christians.  They had learned the lessons that Christ and the Holy Spirit had taught them up to that 

point… The church is multicultural whose aim is to ultimately serve the world as Christ.  The church had 

reached the point where the apostle Paul could declare, “There is no longer Jew or Greek, there is no longer 

slave or free, there is no longer male and female for all of you are on in Christ Jesus” Galatians 3:28). 

 

2.2 Agent of Change in a Society 

The sociologist, George Yancey, provides insight from his ground breaking research into multicultural churches 

in the modern reality of our Global world.  He identifies seven general attributes of a multicultural church.  

These attributes will assist in understanding how they can be agents of change by demonstrating the depth and 

complexity of multiculturalism.  The seven principles include: inclusive worship, diverse leadership, an 

overarching goal, intentionality, personal skills, location, and adaptability.  “Inclusive worship” indicates the 

presence of diverse cultural elements in worship such as different worship songs, racially diverse up front 

leaders and preaching styles. “Diverse leadership” requires a multicultural staff and lay leadership, which 

reflects the nature of the church. Yancey found that becoming a multicultural church was not the “An 

overarching goal” of multicultural churches. Instead, having a primary goal like ‘winning souls’ helps to 

maintain cultural diversity through a shared ministry vision.  The fourth principle is “intentionality” which is 

needed for a church to become multicultural and to maintain its multicultural nature. Next, Yancey asserts that 

since a multicultural church can have additional interpersonal challenges, often due to cultural 

misunderstandings, leaders need skills in reconciliation and understanding.  Sixth geographical “location” of 

multicultural churches play an important role in their being multicultural, as the demographics of their 

surrounding neighborhoods have an impact and in South Korea’s case the nation. Finally, Yancey’s principle of 

“adaptability” indicates the ability to respond sensitively to the multicultural challenges which the church 

encounters within its context (Yancy 2003:65-151).  This final attribute signifies a church’s understanding that 

culture is never static which is difficult for normally conservative churches to embrace.   

 

The church that Yancey describes can serve homogeneous yet global Korea both directly through creating 

political will and indirectly by being an exemplar for communities and demonstrating personal benefits of 

multiculturalism. The South Korean government has the stated goal of achieving a multiculturalism that fosters 

inter-cultural understanding and addresses the socially embedded inequalities.  In order to achieve this, a large 

portion of the population must move into a more fluid understanding of culture that is able to embrace those 

from outside itself.  These components are what was described earlier in the paper as third-order 

multiculturalism (Kim, Yang & Lee, 209:403). One can think that the church lacks the voice and power to enact 

such fundamental changes in society. I would point to the lessons of the civil rights movement in the United 

States being largely a renewal movement led by the church.  The church also played a fundamental role in social 
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change in South Africa.  And in Korea’s own history where of the 33 signatories of the 1919 March 1st 

declaration of independence 16 were Christian. This is surprising because Christians were less than 2% of the 

total population at the time (Seth 2016:286).  

 

Research demonstrates that the globally exposed person is found to be more likely to accept an increase in 

foreign workers, imports, and foreign cultural artefacts than are locals and global surfers (Tsaia and Iwaib 

2013).  Many of those in multicultural congregations have had extensive exposure to foreign cultures and 

friendships.  Through this experience they are likely to bring with them a cultural intelligence whereby they 

understand and accept differences.  One of the resultant skills from this exposure is the willingness and 

mastery to engage with those of other cultures (Tsaia and Iwaib 2013:306). Those in the church who lack these 

transforming experiences will to some degree gain them through the diversity of multicultural worship and the 

interpersonal interactions that take place within these churches.  These interactions will as we will see below 

have the potential to deepen cultural intelligence and solidify transforming experiences.  This process creates 

the deeper multiculturalism that the government seeks.  It is a move beyond the economic and cultural fears 

that people have regarding multiculturalism to an emotional and intellectual place that can celebrate diversity 

within a particular dominant cultural context.  

 

What’s more sociologists note that laws and attitudes are changed when the notion of equality becomes a social 

fact and no longer accepts racism in the public sphere (Pilcher 2009:456).  When churches, companies, 

educational institutions etc. do not tolerate individual or institutional racism then nations change laws to 

demonstrate this. The church can act as leaven as it often did in European history, where the church members 

called for God’s justice and care within other institutions to which they belonged. Multicultural congregations 

act as an agent of change by contributing to this by being exemplars of equality to which other institutions can 

be inspired.  But an even greater impact is that people from these congregations become voices of equality and 

agents of change in their places of work and leisure.    

 

2.3 Agent of change in interpersonal relationships 

The church does not become an agent of change automatically.  Churches are set within a culture and reflect 

that culture.  They may also make the intentional move a step beyond that and provide an alternative way of 

being together as humans.  In the previous section I suggested that the globally exposed person is more likely to 

accept the increase in foreign workers, imports, and foreign cultural artefacts than are locals and global surfers.  

Of course accepting others and actually becoming multicultural are separate things.  David Livermore and 

others who worked in the field of cultural intelligence teach that multiculturalism is something that needs to be 

learned (Livermore 2009). 

 

Cultural intelligence is the capability to relate and work effectively in culturally diverse situations. It goes 

beyond existing notions of cultural sensitivity and awareness that comes from working or travelling extensively 

to other nations to the embracing of skills necessary to successfully and respectfully thrive in a multicultural 

society.  Extensive global research on cultural intelligence has identified four capabilities necessary to 
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effectively work in a multicultural way.  I would suggest these skills are not different from those required in a 

multicultural church especially if they desire to be effective in leading both the church and the nation to a 

deeper multiculturalism  

 

The first of these is an internal drive that is interested and confident in functioning effectively in culturally 

diverse settings.  One has to want cultural diversity before they can become skilled in it.  It is clear that many in 

the nation are fearful of multiculturalism and its economic and social implications.  From my own experience 

people are uncomfortable with foreigners.  It would be wrong to simply assume that people are motivated to do 

what it takes to gain cross-cultural capabilities.  If the host culture lacks ample motivation, there’s little point in 

spending time and money on developing an English or any other kind of multicultural congregation. 

 

A second skill is a person's knowledge about how cultures are similar and how cultures are different.  Geert 

Hofstede’s global research that started in the late 1960’s into cultural difference is one example of underlying 

cultural world views that shape thinking and behaviour.2  For many years this research was neglected both in 

the study of missions and in the work of churches in multicultural areas.  It is only in the past decade that this is 

being utilized.3 

 

Strategy is the third factor in a culturally intelligent congregation.  This involves people slowing down long 

enough to meticulously observe what’s going on inside our own and other people’s heads. It’s the ability to 

think about our own thought processes and draw upon our cultural knowledge to understand a different 

cultural context and solve problems in that situation. This requires an understanding of our own culture 

through the eyes of an outsider. It includes the ability to use our cultural knowledge to accurately interpret 

what’s going on in a cross-cultural situation, and check to see if our expectations are accurate or if our mental 

model of that particular person and/or culture should be revised (Soon Ang, Linn Van Dyne & David Livermore. 

2010:136). 

 

Behaviour is the fourth factor for a culturally intelligent congregation.  Many of the other approaches to 

thinking about cross-cultural competencies simply assume that people are motivated to gain cross-cultural 

capabilities. Yet employees often approach diversity training apathetically, and employees headed out on 

international assignments are often more concerned about moving their families overseas and getting settled 

than they are about developing cultural understanding. Without ample motivation, there’s little point in 

spending time and money on training. 

 

Byoung Ok Koo did a PhD study based in Los Angeles looking at multicultural congregations as models For mono-

cultural Korean churches.  He maybe obviously found that they don’t automatically happen but require intentional 

thinking, actions and training to be deeply multicultural.  In fact the most effective of these churches employed 

                                                           
2 https://www.geert-hofstede.com/cultural-dimensions.html 
3 A decade ago when preparing a conference paper on Teaching Cross Culturally I was unable to locate missiological books that 
referred to his work.  That is not the case today.   
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ongoing “cultural intelligence training” for both staff and the whole congregation.  It focuses on diversity and racial 

reconciliation for the congregation as well as staff in order to pursue its vision “to build a community of diverse 

people who are being transformed by Christ. ”They found that one of the lessons of cross-cultural competency, 

cultural intelligence, and multicultural learning is the importance of group learning. An individual may learn lessons 

the rest of the community is not learning, which can bring about personal change in an individual (Koo2013: 162-

164).  

 

This multicultural work changes the very way the church seeks to be church.  The depth of multiculturalism creates 

an atmosphere where a community becomes one and by its very nature makes disciples of Christ that, as Christ did, 

reaches out to the other and the different.  It also goes down another level, however, and involves the 

transformation of the individual which the next section examines.  

 

2.4 Agent of Transformation in the individual.  

Multicultural congregations can act as an agent of change within a society and assist a government in achieving 

its social aims.  Theologically they reflect something of the nature of the Kingdom of heaven and act as a 

witness to something of the nature of the Kingdom of God.  This witness comes about when multicultural 

relationships serve as an effective tool to be used by God to construct a congregation that embodies a 

multiculturalism that moves beyond accepting cultural differences to a deeper understanding that celebrates 

the diversity as part of God’s plan.  This final section examines the multicultural congregation as an agent of 

radical spiritual transformation that the apostle Paul speaks of in Romans 12:2.  The passage implores the 

reader to stop being conformed to our cultural or world’s ways of being but instead be transformed by the 

renewing (or rethinking it is the same Greek word) of the mind (life). The transformation is for the purpose of 

embodying God’s good and perfect will.   

 

Jack Mezirows Transformational Education or Transformational Learning Theory provides us with the 

understanding of how multicultural congregations are used by God in this process of transformational 

renewing or rethinking . Central to his ideas was what he called the ‘frame of reference’ what the Roman’s 

passage calls the worlds’ or cultures’ thinking.  A person may or may not be aware of their own frames of 

references as they are uncritically assimilated ways of knowing, believing, feeling, distortions, prejudices, 

stereotypes, unexamined beliefs.  They are “habits of the mind”.  A frame of reference undergoes 

transformation when one becomes critically reflective of the premise of the problem and redefines it (Mezirow 

2009:23).  In the case of a multicultural congregation this happens in the light of faith, tradition, and the 

diversity of Christian understandings within the community.  This allows for the introduction of a new 

perspective. It is a ‘paradigm shift.’  Transformative learning is distinguished from other forms of learning in 

that it is not simply about acquiring new knowledge or skills but reassessment and reinterpretation of what has 

been learned previously in the light of the new learning (Emery-Wright 2014:41).   

 

Mezirow observed that there are 10 phases of cognitive experience that an individual passes through on the 

way to a frame of reference resulting in permanent change in one’s habit of mind (Mezirow 2000:22).  His 
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followers have simplified Mezirow’s 10 phases and there seems to be agreement that the bedrock components 

that constitute the transformative learning theory are a destabilizing experience, critical reflection, rational 

discourse, and some type of social action(Merriam and Kim 2012:65).  From my own research I would argue that 

these five steps fall into the academic mistake of focusing almost exclusively on the cognitive aspects of 

transformation thereby neglecting the role that the emotive part of the person plays in the process.   Given this 

understanding the multicultural congregation becomes the fertile ground for this internal spiritual 

transformation to take place.  In fact there is research to indicate that this environment is helpful in creating an 

internal openness to learning new ways of thinking and being(Maddux, Adam, Galinsky 2010:731-741).  

 

Destabilizing experiences are the very nature of deeper cross cultural experiences.   There are a number of 

theories of how cross-cultural adjustment takes place but each of these theories are in agreement and premised 

on the understanding that it is destabilizing.4  Encountering other ways of thinking and being and other ways of 

looking at our Christian faith is challenging to our own faith and identity.  Some people choose not to face this 

challenge at a particular time due to circumstances or insecurities and are unable to move on to the step of 

critical reflection.  A loving and accepting church context can provide a haven for these individuals whereby 

they are accepted as they are and this is true with the multicultural church.  They may feel discomfort and 

disorientation which remain as the source of the challenge continues.  It is clear that if a significant number of 

church members are in this situation, though the church may include different cultures, the move to a 

multicultural church would be impossible.  

 

Critical reflection and rational discourse in some church contexts is difficult and seen as an expression of doubt 

(Zirschky 2013). The multicultural church, however, is seeking a different way of being hence is a fertile 

environment for self-reflection and questioning of former beliefs, attitudes and ways of being.  Cohen points out 

that this process of transformation requires the full participation of the learner; it has to “come from within” 

(Cohen 2000:63).  This is not easy as many find reflecting on long held and sometimes cherished ideas is 

difficult.  This is somewhat mitigated in the church context for though the focus continues to be on the learner, 

there is a context for cognitive and emotional support.  Social interaction in the practice of critical refection is 

seen as essential as the rational and emotional discourse that occurs provides the security that allows one to 

rethink their beliefs in the light of the next context.  The trust, friendship and support of others, that are natural 

in a healthy church environment, provides the conditions that are essential for effectively challenging old ways 

of being and discovering new (Mezirow 2000:10-16).   

 

Some type of social action or altered practice is required as the final stage of transformation, otherwise lasting 

change has not taken place and a new “habit of the heart or mind” has not been established.  In the context of 

Romans 12 this would mean that the rethinking of the mind took place without a demonstration of this new 

understanding of God’s will thus resulting in one still conforming to “this world”.  In my research on the 

transformative learning of eight Cliff College students on a cross cultural / cross theological pilgrimage to Taizé 

                                                           
4 For an explanation of these theories see: Linda E. Anderson. 1994. A new look at an old construct: Cross-cultural adaptation. 
International Journal of Intercultural Relations, 18(3), Pages 293-328. 
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the students demonstrated the classic steps indicated above and engaged in an intentional dismantling of their 

former theological perceptions in the light of their destabilizing experience” (2014:52). The difficulty was when 

the pilgrimage was completed many of the participants had difficulty integrating the change into their daily life.  

They, to one degree or another truncated the transformational experience by failing to embody new social 

action.  A key reason for this is they went their separate ways at the end of the study and the community of 

support was not there to assist them in the process of altering their actions.   

 

A multicultural congregation provides the ongoing support and context to allow new ways of thinking and 

corresponding actions to become ingrained.  Even more the ongoing process of transformation is further 

encouraged.  James Loder provides a theological underpinning of transformative learning within the 

developmental context of a whole lifespan.  Loder posits that God created humankind so that all learning, 

regardless of subject, would be Spirit-infused and lead to deeper knowledge of God. Every transformational 

experience, therefore, (bodily, psychological, social, or cultural) is related to the transformation of all things 

accomplished in Christ (1998: 231-246). He affirms the steps of transformative transformational learning 

(though using different language) but also places a greater stress on the point at which it is put into action, 

whether epochal or incremental, and the resulting release of energy or ‘celebration’ (1998: 87-89). He 

understands this as grounded in the work of the Spirit of God, in the context and support of the faith 

community, to bring about his mission of love through people (1998:248-249).  The multicultural church is a 

well suited location with this understanding to move the interior transformation to exterior action and support 

it in celebration and worship.  

 

 

Conclusion 

South Korea finds itself in the paradox of being a global nation economically and socially in terms of the 

exposure of its citizens to world travel and education.  The culture however remains largely homogenous. The 

government has sought both by legal means and social policy to create a multicultural society through legal 

protections and social programs but these have largely so far not been successful.  Inter-cultural understanding 

has not yet been achieved and socially embedded inequalities remain. 

 

Within this paradox the multicultural congregations potentially act as agents of change first by working as a 

catalyst moving the population from a static view to a more fluid understanding of culture.  This will assist a 

culture to embrace those outside of itself.  It does this both as an exemplar of another way of being and by 

changing individuals.  The multicultural congregation, therefore, can be used by God to stimulate 

transformation at the personal level, the ecclesiological with the way a congregation understands itself and 

ultimately at the national level creating political momentum  and social capital to bring about legal and social 

policies that reflect the changed attitudes.    

 

This paper extends the literature by moving beyond the practical running and theological framework of 

multicultural congregations.  It does so by establishing that they are fertile ground for individual, 
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congregational and potentially national transformation.   History is rife with examples of the church acting as a 

catalyst for change in society.  The multicultural church hopefully will be added to the list of examples.  
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